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Education Minor & Special Education Minor

What are the benefits of an education or special education minor?

Almost all careers have some aspect of teaching & learning embedded in them. A minor in education can help one navigate these components with ease by using the foundational philosophies and learning theories associated with acquiring a new skill. A minor in special education will equip graduates to understand how to meet the needs of all stakeholders in a work environment. Last, by adding these foundational education courses to your current degree plan, you may spark a desire to pursue a teaching career later on in your journey.

Who benefits from an education or special education minor?

Pastors, Social Workers, Healthcare Professionals, Non-profit executives, Corporate trainers, Counselors, Daycare Administrators, Juvenile Justice Officials, Human Resources Executives, Missionaries, Community Outreach Coordinators…& more!

Contact Dr. Dana King for more information at dcking@shorter.edu